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14 July 2011 

Mr David Hatfield 
Acting General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

23 Marcus Clarke Street 
Canberra ACT 2601 

ACCC Reference: 46310 

Dear Sir, 

Re: CC Containers Pty Ltd - Exclusive Dealing Notification N95465 

We wish to respond to the issues raised in the Commission's letter to us dated 13 July 2011. 

We set out below the ACCC's questions and the response of CC Containers (CC) to those questions. 

1. 	 What is the anticipated impact of the Containerchain system on Eeps' 

capacity? 


a. 	 Will there be any change in the number of container drop
offs/collections from the current system? 

b. 	 What impact is anticipated across the industry more broadly, including 
the number of trucks on the road, queues, congestion? 

c. 	 Is it likely that transport operators will be required to double handle 
containers and store containers at their own depots due to a loss of 
i1exibility in their dealings with ECPs? Ifnot~ why not? 

Response: 
1. 	 CC's "capacity" as it relates to its core depot operations is measured in two ways - "internal 

stacking capacity" and "gate throughput capacity". 
We can advise that there will be no impact on the internal stacking capacity of our depot. 
We would expect that our "gate throughput capacity" would increase under the proposed 
Containerchain system as under the current system, truck arrivals are random and are therefore, at 
times, subject to congestion and delay. The result of this congestion and delay is that our 
throughput often decreases. It is our view that with the introduction of the Containerchain 
notification system, the incidence of congestion at the depot will be removed and more orderly and 
consistent work flows will occur, which will benefit both the transport operators attending our 
depot and our truck receival and delivery operations. 

a. 	 The number of container drop offs/collections will remain the same as this number is 
not a factor of transport activity, but rather shipping line activity. As our shipping line 
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customers export bookings and imports arrivals change, so does our volume. There may 

be a misconception that empty container park work volumes are driven by transport 
operations. They are not; they are driven by shipping line activity, just as transport 

operations are. Transport operators' volumes and empty container park volumes are 

therefore tied to same variable - shipping line import/export activity. 
b. 	 The anticipated impact across the industry as a result of the truck notification system 

will be: 

I. 	 No change to total container volumes, as per above. 

II. 	 Fewer trucks will be required to do the total container transport task, as fewer 
trucks will be delayed in empty container park queues. Transport fleet sizes are 

typically inflated to account for trucks which are held up in the container delivery 

process and which therefore cannot meet their next job in a timely manner. As a 

consequence, transport operators typically employ a few more trucks into their 

fleets to account for this delay factor. As empty container park queues are 
eliminated, this should result in fewer trucks on the road if transport operators 

react appropriately. This same effect was seen when the Vehicle Booking System 
(VBS) was introduced by the stevedores at the port of Melbourne. Additional 

trucks that were once required to sit in queues for hours to guarantee the 
collection of containers were no longer required and fleet sizes reduced. This was 

further demonstrated by the reduction in VBS registrations at the stevedores. 
During my time at P&O Ports, the number of companies registered in our VBS 

was over 300. Today DP World is reported to have around 150. This significant 

change reflects the level of confidence transport operators have in gaining access 

to the stevedores' facilities and the improved efficiency a vehicle management 

system can deliver. 

III. 	 Given the expected reduction in congestion at empty container parks and 

accepting that a truck notification system will provide certainty to the transport 
operator that the empty container has the capacity to service their vehicle in a 
defined time period (just as the VBS did at the stevedores), it is reasonable to 

expect that the "unnecessary" transiting of empty containers via the transport 

operator's depot will substantially decline. The "necessary" transiting of empty 
containers via a transport operators depot may well remain the same, as this 

decision is made by the Fleet Controller based on other factors that do not relate 
to the empty container park such as availability of daily fleet resources, truck 

breakdowns or scheduled truck servicing demands, general congestion being 

experienced in the broader road network, next job time and next truck 
availability pressures, wharf time slot commitments where penalties apply (and 
take truck priority), customer time slot commitments where penalties mayor 
may not apply, etc. 
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2. 	 Several in parties suggest that extending ECP operating hours would 
be a more effective solution for i with queues and issues 
than the implementation of the Containerchain system. 

a. What is vievv' on this? 
b. What isms or solutions (if any) have been 

cons} . led? For cams, email 
c. Jf reI what has been II1 .all' 

111cchanisms/solutions? 

Response: 
2. 	 CC Containers already operates under the extended container park trial with hours being 

extended to from 6:30am to 6:00pm and Sat 7:00am to 11:00am for the last six months, 
and yet we and delay. So would indicate 
that clearly of hours not provide an effective solution. 

a. 	 The extension of empty hours has no relationship to the random arrival 
can cause queuing, No of argument can 

prove otherwise. Truck queues and the resultant congestion are caused because there are 
no disciplines or procedures in to better manage flow traffic to/from 
depot. 

b. 	 depot already receives countless phone calls from transport operators, importers and 
through the day with email notifications still form. Whilst 

depot encourages all types communication as it has a benefit to the instigator, it 
to our it consumes the resources of our operational 

whilst we attend to communications whilst offering little or no benefit to 
managing queuing advising a not to come if we have a queue at 

moment in time. This "point in time" response is not an tool or solution to 
random truck arrivals or congestion or operators with some 

certainty for the efficient of their fleet. 
The use of webcams has considered by business but not been 
two key reasons. First is it to be effective, it all transport operators to 
monitoring our queue which is unlikely to occur and it on all 

to be self monitoring. 
the implications we now under Chain Responsibility as Load Managers 

having regard to our with Vicroads, the the Local Council 
truck queues that spill onto public roads outside our we are no longer prepared 
to our business to prosecution by on transport operators 
monitoring their arrival at our depot to ensure our not breach 
responsibilities. (and I don't know of any other or industry sector would do 
otherwise) 

c. 	 In my previous major on and off wharf container and rail terminals, 
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transport and warehouse operations in Melbourne and Sydney for major 
corporations (Mayne Nickless Ltd, P&O Ports/P&O Trans Australia & CRT it been 
my the only way to effectively manage container and movements and 
reduce truck waiting times at the point of and unloading has been via a truck 
scheduling These systems have both manual and electronic in application, but 
both same outcome - they operators to formerly advise the 
depot to truck arrival times so the depot can efficiently or receive 
the without impacting on the attending transport operator or other 

transport requiring the same 

3. 	 The Form notification states that transport operators will be red to pre-
book space via the Containcrchain \vebsite while Attachment A the 
nOll refer to the implemcntation of a 'time sjotting~ ce. 

a. 	 you considered introducing a simple notification system? 

be the . and effectiveness ab. 
system and a in addressing Issues 
by ECPs at the Port of Melbourne? 

Response: 
3. 	 Subject to all appropriate legal clearances, proposes to implement 

which is a notification system. 
a. 	 We have considered alternative products as demonstrated by other suppliers and the 

system was simplicity, flexibility and the level of visibility it will 
provide users and other supply chain stakeholders. It is a "notification system" as 
by the transport operators as to the more and punitive "timeslotting" 

that operates at 	 (via the i-Stop 
notification will a transport operator to within what time zone 

they intend to arrive and some (un-penalized) allowance will should 
arrive slightly early or late. Unless this basic notification and discipline is 
linked to a time of the day random nature will not be 
the depot will not be able to fulfill its legal commitments to manage load and unloading 

truck congestion queuing onto public roads. 
b. a cost comparison perspective, a more rigid timeslotting system would a more 

division of working day into "slots" that the transport operator 
would need to commit to. This would cost more to develop and administer. It is 
our belief that the more fluid notification which has been cost 

to develop and will cost to administer on an basis and which ultimately will 
reflected in a lower to the user. 
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4. 	 A number of submissions have suggested that transport operators do not 
currently have a commercial relationship with ECPs and that it would be more 
appropriate for Containcrchain fees to be negotiated between ECPs and 
shipping lines. 

a. Would such a structure be feasible? 
b. Why have the arrangements been set up for transport operators to pay 

the Containerchain fees when generally it is shipping lines that 
detcrm inc which Eep the transport operator will attend? 

Response: 
4. 	 Whilst the Transport Operators don't have a formal commercial relationship with us, by entering 

our site to conduct their business they have by some legal measures entered into a relationship 
with us. The extension of this relationship into a commercial one via the introduction of a system 
that will provide them with certainty of service along with a number of other value added benefits 
long sought by the transport operators would suggest that the entering into a proper commercial 
arrangement with the depot will indeed be of benefit to them and one I would expect they would 
actively wish to pursue to secure those benefits. 

a. 	 If the shipping lines had control over the arrival times of trucks then it would be more 
appropriate to have the commercial relationship with the shipping lines. However the trucks 
are owned by the transport operators and they are the ones who control their arrival times, 
so this is the most appropriate party to establish the commercial link with. 
Unless the commercial relationship rests with the transport operator, how are they to be 
held accountable for the management of their truck fleet to ensure they don't create the 
queues that they have asked the depots to address? Further to this, as the benefits that will 
be delivered from the Containerchain system flow largely to the transport operator via 
reduced delay at fCP's, improved truck utilization, cost savings from reduced fleet size and 
increased visibility of information to assist fleet and business management decisions; then 
clearly the fee should also fall to them. 

b. 	 The arrangements have been set up for transport operators to pay the fee for the reasons 
described above. It is a standard commercial principle that the main benefactor of a service 
should pay for the service. I am unclear with the logic that a third party (the shipping line) 
should pay for a service which was requested by and provided to the transport operators 
and to whom the operational benefits fall. 
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5. 	 A l1Ulnber of SUbll1issions refer to a potential MelllorandUlll of Understanding 
(MOU) between the Victorian Transport Association Tnc., Victorian Container 
Park Association and Containerchain Pty Ltd. What is the status of any such 
MOll and does/will it have any impact on the conduct notified? 

Response: 
5. 	 CC's is aware that the VTA is seeking to promote a MOU. CC's have consistently advised all parties 

(the VTA, Containerchain, Victorian Container Park Association and the other Empty Container 
Parks operators) that it will not be signing the MOU nor will it enter into any contract, arrangement 
or understanding with any other ECPs in relation to the Containerchain service. Further to this, CC's 
have instructed the Victorian Container Park Association to ensure CC Containers is not named as a 
party in the MOU should the Association elect to sign it. CC's has, however, advised that it will 
consider incorporating some ofthe VTA's requests, which we deem appropriate, in our commercial 
dealings with individual transport operators. 

6. 	 How much will the implementation of the Containerchain system cost for an 
ECP? 

a. What additional obligations (if any) are placed on the ECP? 
b. What effect will the Containerchain system have on an ECP's costs? 
c. I-low much additional revenue will the ECP receive as a result of 

ilnplclnenting the Containerchain system? 
EXCLUDED FROM 

PUBLIC REGISTER 
Response: 

6. 	 CC's response to this question is confidential and is set out in a Confidential Addendum attached to 
this letter. CC requests that as the Confidential Addendum contains commercially sensitive 
information, it be excluded from the Commission's public register. 

Yours faithfully, 

David Muir 
Managing Director 
CC Containers P/L 
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